Visual Security Approach

At Visual Security our approach is simple in ensuring all recognised risks have been
managed with the appropriate controls to maintaining an injury free workplace.

Once a scope has been outlined a Risk Assessment is conducted with a full overview of the
services provided. Our internal management plans to assessing risk will provide our guards
with the necessary support documents to react and respond with the necessary actions
when required.
All Visual Security Procedures will be in line with your current operating business models,
which will come under the hierarchy of documents in the flow chart displayed below.
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Security Management Plan:

The Security Management Plan (SMP) documents the resources and strategies to address
an immediate response to security related incidents. It is primarily concerned with the
protection and preservation of life, the environment and property.

The SMP is supported by general information regarding plan administration and the day-today running of Visual Security services on site that cover:


Visual Security Policies;



Visual Security Standard Work Instructions.



Visual Security Standard Operating Procedures;

Objectives and Priorities:

The Security Management Plan (SMP) can be site specific risk based. The objectives of the
plan are to support Visual Security Operators with leading actions and interventions that may
be required to provide an effective initial response and resolutions for security related
incidents.
This SMP will document the resources and strategies (based on risk scenarios) to address
the immediate response to a security incident. The top priority for this plan is for the
protection and preservation of life, the environment and assets. The SMP will be an effective
mechanism for escalating an incident to a client business management level when
necessary, once our capability structures are superseded.

Accountabilities:

Visual Security Team is accountable for security service provided for all clients and
business.
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Visual Security Team

Accountable for


Work in line with Visual Security Code of Conduct



Work in line with Visual Security Quality Management Statement




Follow Visual Security HSE Policy

Follow the guidelines in the Code of Practice set out by the NT Director

General of Licencing.



Work in line with Visual Security Code of Conduct



Work in line with Quality Management Statement





Follow Visual Security HSE Policy

Follow SOP’s and SWI’s implemented

Follow the guidelines in the Code of Practice set out by the NT Director
General of Licencing.

Visual Security is committed to ensuring that the Health and Safety of all employees, clients
and visitors is our highest priority. We believe that all injuries are preventable and we are
committed to achieving and maintaining an injury free workplace.

